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QUESTION 1

Where do you install a new, third-party IP camera driver? 

A. VSOM only 

B. VSVM only 

C. VSMC only 

D. Third-party camera drivers can be installed through VSOM, VSVM, and VSMC 

E. Third-party camera drivers are not installed via VSOM, VSVM, or VSMC 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Acme Company has two office buildings and has deployed Cisco Video Surveillance at this campus. A security guard
who usually monitors surveillance video in Building A was asked to cover a colleague\\'s shift in Building B. The operator
successfully logs into Cisco SASD using his credentials and sees cameras in Building A, but is unable to view cameras
in Building B. 

What is causing this issue? 

A. The user belongs to the system-defined "operator" role, which does not have sufficient permissions to view cameras
in Building B. 

B. The user logged into the media server A instead of media server B. 

C. The user does not have an account on media server B. 

D. The user does not belong to the user group for Building B. 

E. The user does not have a compatible version of Cisco SASD and should use Operations Manager instead. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

In Cisco VSM 6.3.2, for which of the following does a license NOT need to be ordered? 

A. License for Virtual Matrix clients. 

B. License for the primary and secondary (if available and utilized) video streams on third-party (non- Cisco) IP
cameras. 

C. Licenses for the primary and secondary (if used) video streams on Cisco IP Surveillance cameras. 

D. Licenses need to be ordered for Virtual Matrix Client, primary and secondary (if available and used) videos streams
on third-party cameras, and primary and secondary (if used) video streams on Cisco IP cameras. 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Mr. Cooper, branch security manager at a retail bank, is asked to create a centralized surveillance solution using Cisco
VSM. However, the WAN link between HQ and some of the branches has very limited bandwidth. Using Cisco VSM,
flexibility of deployment is broad. 

Which three changes make more efficient use of the limited bandwidth? (Choose three.) 

A. Deploy centralized Cisco VSM solution using H.264 instead of MJPEG encoding in branches with limited WAN
speed. 

B. Retain camera recordings on local branch servers, and access video from HQ only when needed. 

C. Configure cameras for H.264 encoding and 15 FPS, store video locally on a server, then transcode the same video
stream to 5 FPS before sending it to HQ security center. 

D. Configure dual streaming on each camera, one for high-quality local recording and the other for streaming to HQ over
WAN. 

E. Enable multicast within the branch network and unicast video streams when traversing the WAN. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the Cisco video architecture and technology that is embedded into Cisco IP cameras and can simplify
deployment of video surveillance, save time, and reduce network configuration errors? 

A. Videoscape 

B. Medianet 

C. Cisco Discovery Protocol 

D. Media Experience Engine 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the approximate usable drive capacity for a CPS-MSP-2RU-K9 with half of the drive bays populated with 2 TB
HDDs? 

A. 4 TB 

B. 8 TB 

C. 10 TB 



D. 20 TB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

In the Cisco VSM 6.3.2 solution, VSOM is used for which two of the following functions? (Choose two.) 

A. View live and recorded video 

B. Record video from IP cameras 

C. Upgrade the VSMS 

D. Configure IP cameras, archives, and events 

E. Configure storage repositories for the system 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which Cisco IOS switch command will provide information such as the IP camera model and firmware, connected
switch port, IP address, and PoE power consumption? 

A. switch# show power inline 

B. switch# show ip cameras 

C. switch# show interface DeviceID 



D. switch# show cdp neighbors detail 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two of the following are components of a virtualized VSM 6.3.2 environment? (Choose two.) 

A. Cisco Physical Security MSP servers 

B. Cisco SRE 700 running UCS Express on ISR G2 routers 

C. Cisco SRE 910 running UCS Express on ISR G2 routers 

D. VMware vSphere (ESXi) 

E. Microsoft Hyper-V 

F. Citrix XenDesktop 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the source of video feeds that flow to a workstation for viewing? 

A. VSOM 

B. VSVM 

C. VSMS 

D. First VSMS and then through the VSOM server 

E. Direct from the camera to the workstation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

In Cisco VSM 7, how should you configure a camera for dual-stream operations? 

A. Configure the primary stream in Cisco VSOM and configure the secondary stream directly on the camera. 

B. Configure the primary and secondary streams directly on the camera first before adding the camera to Cisco VSOM. 

C. Configure both primary and secondary stream in a template. 

D. It does not matter; streams can be configured on Cisco VSOM or on the camera. 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 12

When a new camera template is added in Cisco VSOM, which two parameters are mandatory for configuring the
template? (Choose two.) 

A. Template name 

B. Description 

C. Associated location 

D. Camera model 

E. Camera name 

Correct Answer: AC 
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